Objectives – What level are you expecting

• **Create**
  – Combine, construct, design, develop, create, compose, invent, integrate, improve, rewrite, plan

• **Evaluate**
  – Convince, defend, judge, critique, hypothesize, support, recommend, conclude

• **Analysis**
  – Distinguish between...; Compare and contrast....; What is the relationship between...; What assumptions or motives or conclusions..?

• **Application**
  – What might happen if..; Discuss the effects of...; Relate the ideas of x to y...; How would you use this information to?

• **Comprehension**
  – State in your own words, explain in 50 words or less, compare, give an example of, summarize the paragraph/article/reading

• **Recall of facts**
  – Identify; Recall; List; Define; Label; Describe; Who; What; Where, etc.
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